
Journey to the Center of the Earth

Cloze Passage Quiz Score: _______________

Name: __________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________
Chapter 1: The Mysterious Message

 I was living in Germany with my Uncle Hardwigg.  He was a professor who studied  

______________________________.  One day, he was showing me a very old  

____________________.  When he lifted it up, something fell out.   

It was ___________________________________ with strange writing on it.  The writing told  

us to go to ________________________________________.  When we got there, we would find 

an opening that would lead us to __________________________________________________.

 Right away, Uncle Hardwigg wanted to ________________________________________.   

I thought that the trip ________________________________________, but I could  

not change my Uncle Hardwigg’s mind.  I went to see Gretchen, and she thought it would  

be _______________________________________________________.

rocks               jokes               shadows
brains               Iceland

desk               rock               book
box               table

a pen               a rock               some earth
a scrap of paper               a stamp

Mount Sneffels               Germany               a lake
the sea               a river

fresh air               a fire               the sun
the sky               the center of the earth

was a great idea               was a good idea               was the best idea
was a crazy idea               would be fun

mad               crazy               too long
too hot               a wonderful adventure

stay home               go               read more books
learn Latin               write a book
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Cloze Passage Quiz Score: _______________

Name: __________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________
Chapter 2: Climbing Mount Sneffels

 I tried to convince my uncle that the trip was a bad idea.  I said that Mount Sneffels  

might ______________________________.  I was afraid of the ____________________  

inside the earth.  But nothing was going to stop Uncle Hardwigg.

 In Iceland, Uncle Hardwigg hired a man named Hans to lead us  

to ________________________________________.  I liked Hans.  He never seemed  

to ___________________________________.  He was very different from  

________________________________________.

 We had to take lots of ____________________ with us.  Uncle Hardwigg knew  

that there could be gasses inside the earth that would explode, so he brought a new kind  

of ____________________.  It wouldn’t make a flame.  He also brought enough  

____________________ for six months.

Gretchen               Arne               Uncle Hardwigg
my mother               my brother

be too far               erupt               be too high
be too dark               be too cold

snow             sun             sea
heat             clouds

Germany               the ship               Mount Sneffels
the train               the horses

get hot               speak Dutch               feel safe
get upset               want food

supplies            dogs            friends
papers            rocks

bottle            rifle            rope
compass            lantern

food             books             gasses
pens             fish
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Name: __________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________
Chapter 3: Into the Earth

 When we came to a deep pit, my uncle took out _________________________________.   

We used it to help us get to ___________________________________.  It took us ten hours.  

We decided to camp there for ______________________________.  When I looked up through 

the mouth of the crater, I could see ___________________________.

 The next morning we went through ___________________________________.   

The walls were covered with a coating of _________________________.

 Soon we came to a place where the tunnel  

_____________________________________________.  We had to choose which way to go.   

After several hours of walking through the eastern tunnel, I started to feel ___________________.

a compass               some food               a long rope
some gasses               a rifle

Mount Sneffels               the bottom               Scartaris
the tip               a ship

a few days              a few weeks              a few months
the winter              the night

the countryside              the sea              a tunnel
a mountain              a flame

lava              soil              rope
sunlight              water

tired            angry            crazy
happy            sad

got much bigger              fell in on us              was soft
was hotter              crossed another tunnel

a few stars              the sun              Gretchen
rain              snow




